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Ambitus S.A.
Ambitus S.A. is a furniture production company, 
dedicated to hotel industry, located in the north of 
Portugal, Paredes, district of Porto.
With a large park of machines, in an area over 
4,000 m2 and a team around 40 employees, 
distributed in many areas like quotation, project 
management, technical design and production, 
Ambitus S.A. founds its culture on maximum 
productivity, innovation and quality.
Founded in 1961, Ambitus SA, nowadays is a 
company that combines traditional knowledge 
of furniture manufacturing with the most recent 
technologies, and is therefore a reference in the 
contract market.
With more than 20 years of experience in the 
contract area, Ambitus work on the project since 
it is designed by the client, giving him access to 
the best engineering solutions for a production 
with quality. The process is only completed after 
installation and final quality control.



60 Years of History

It was in 1961 that António Alves 
Ribeiro, founder of the company and 
passionate about this sector, made his 
dream come true.
Over the years, he ground his work 
in technical knowledge acquired by 
experience, in the strong involvement 
of the team and the ambition to keep 
growing in a sustainable way, passing 
these values to his two sons, António 
Ribeiro and Antero Ribeiro, actual 
shareholders of the company.
With 60 years of history, maintain 
the humility, attention to the details, 
the desire to share knowledge and 
the constant concern for customer 
satisfaction are maintained, forming 
true partnerships.

“I was born in the middle of the sawdust”
António Ribeiro 

Ambitus S.A. CEO



At Ambitus we do a complete attendance of all projects. After the client 
idealizes the furniture design, we are prepared to start the entire process.

We start by providing advice on construction methods and engineering 
solutions, then we move on to quote the project and do not start production 
without technical drawings in 2D and 3D, as well as customer approval of all 
samples of the materials and finishes involved in the project. 

In the furniture production, wood is considered the excellence material. 
Ambitus works with the type of wood chosen by the client for its project. 
From natural to pre-composed veneers, solid woods such as oak, walnut, 
cherry, pine, cedar, beech, and even exotic woods such as ebony, rosewood, 
rosewood, among others.

Step by Step In addition to these raw materials, we offer our customers a wide range of 
alternatives and complements:

- Upholstery
We present a huge variety of fabrics and the possibility for the customer to 
choose or supply the fabric that best suits their project, ensuring that they are 
managed with the greatest attention to detail and always with quality foams.
- Metals
Several types of metals, such as steel, stainless steel or brass are part of the 
range of materials available. The wide experience let us guarantee a reliable 
integration in the wood and the best finish.
- Stones
A great diversity of marbles and granites are part of our products, but also 
synthetic stones, are an alternative, for several decades at Ambitus.



Portfolio



Hotel Alif
Avenidas

loc:// Lisboa             date:// 2010

partnership:// Ramos Catarino



Hotel StandArt
Moskow

loc:// Moskow          date:// 2015

partnership:// Colonial



Holiday Inn
Manchester

loc:// Manchester              date://2016

partnership:// Hospitality Contract



Le General
Hotel

loc:// Paris               date:// 2016

partnership:// Yota



Best Western Plus
Comédie Saint Roch

loc:// Montpellier    date:// 2017

partnership:// Empreinte



Hotel
Pastel

loc:// Paris               date:// 2017

partnership:// Yota



Hotel L’Imprimerie
Clichy

loc:// Clichy             date:// 2017

partnership:// Yota



Dress Code
Hotel

loc:// Paris               date:// 2017

partnership:// Yota



loc:// Paris               date:// 2018

partnership:// Empreinte

Hotel Alfred
Sommier



Instalações / Factory:

Rua da Fábrica, Nº272

4585-013 Baltar | Paredes | Portugal

GPS 41°10’32.5”N8°23’20.8”W | 41.17569, -8.389111

Phone +351 220 944 468  | Fax +351 220 936 469

info@ambitus.pt | www.ambitus.pt


